
readings 24—variation on a noel

mark so

“... when the snow lay round about,
 deep and crisp and even ...”

Everything but love was abolished. It stayed on, a stepchild.
The bent towers of  the playroom advanced to something like openness,
Business, a lack of  drama. Whatever the partygoing public needs
To be kind, and to forget, passing through the next doors.

The bent towers of  the playroom advanced to something like openness.
But if  you heard it, and you didn't want it
To be kind, and to forget, passing through the next doors
(For we believe him not exiled from the skies) ...

     – John Ashbery, “Variation on a Noel”

—for reader and 4 musicians using 24 sustaining noise sounds

—in a quiet, open environment, perhaps outdoors—

musicians (M 1-4) form a wide square, with the reader (R) sitting or standing in the center:

M3 M4

R

M1 M2

read aloud John Ashbery's poem “Variation on a Noel” found in the collection A Wave (exclude the short epigraph 
from the carol “Good King Wenceslas”); proceed stanza by stanza, observing pauses (silence) between stanzas

concurrent with the reading of  each stanza, the four musicians each sustain a sound, according to the following scheme:

stanza (I-XII)

I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX X XI XII

M1: 1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23
M2: 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24
M3: 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 1
M4: 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 2



using the following 24 sounds (or similar):

musicians 1 & 3

-1-
small stones rubbing

-3-
small ceramic tiles rubbing

-5-
small sticks rubbing

-7-
papers rubbing/shuffling

-9-
coins jangling in hands

-11-
plastic bag rustling

-13-
toilet paper rolls rubbing

-15-
metal pins jingling in a small plastic container

-17-
rice grains shaking in a container

-19-
toothbrush rubbing a piece of  wood

-21-
dry leaves rustling

-23-
fingernails scratching brown paper

musicians 2 & 4

-2-
large stones rubbing

-4-
large ceramic tiles rubbing

-6-
large sticks rubbing

-8-
cardboard rubbing/shuffling

-10-
keys jangling in hands

-12-
paper bag rustling

-14-
paper towel rolls rubbing

-16-
nails jingling in a small plastic container

-18-
sand shaking in a container

-20-
hairbrush rubbing a piece of  wood

-22-
fresh leaves rustling

-24-
fingertips rubbing brown paper

each numbered sound is the same or very similar for each musician playing it
each will need to prepare 12 sounds (as indicated above)

in each stanza, each sound enters independently and is sustained for a long time; all sounds and reading may overlap in any way,
provided all occur together at least briefly, the order and timing of  each entry and exit being otherwise free

(a series of  4-voice “chords” thus develops around each stanza, accompanying the stream of  text)

reading should be straightforward, non-theatrical

all sounds clear but very soft

—lightly audible, an unobtrusive presence amid the surroundings—
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